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Crossing Borders: Industrial Relations across time, place
and discipline

It is seriously an honour to have edited this selection of papers
presented at the 15th AIRAANZ Conference, Crossing Borders.
Despite its seemingly fading star as a vocational discipline, industrial
relations is a dynamic and open research discipline. Ever since the
foundation conference in 1983, AIRAANZ Conferences have
demonstrated that IR researchers have a singular enthusiasm for
research and scholarship into all aspects about work and employment.
Industrial relations scholarship enables research and debate over the
macro and micro determinants and characteristic of this fundamental
area of human activity.

research and teaching, and provide intellectual encouragement. A
non-hierarchical cooperative approach was stressed, in which
collegiality and communication were seen to stimulate debate and
enhance rigour. These ideals were reflected not only in the absence
of formal titles such as Professor / Associate Professor, but also in
the opportunities for informal debate at informal social occasions.
The logic was not simply that of individuals maximising their social
utility, but rather more that intellectual improvement was nurtured
in non-hierarchical, non-threatening situations, leading to the
development of a “common pool of ideas .... that will strengthen
teaching and research in industrial relations” (Benson, 1983b, p.v).
In taking account of the greatly dispersed geographical
membership, the Conference was to remain the focal point of
AIRAANZ. Informality and minimisation of elitism were central
aspects from the first conference. Scholars at all levels could present
papers on any topic that they perceived as appropriate to AIRAANZ.
From 1983 to 1989 Conferences were held biennially, and then two
conferences were held eighteen months apart. In 1993, it was decided
to hold Conferences annually, and that has been the case ever since
– and the tradition of informality still holds.

AIRAANZ and its Conferences
The role of AIRAANZ in improving Australian industrial relations
scholarship over nearly twenty years has been most significant. Any
academic association can play a significant role in the development
and direction of a discipline. Such an association only emerges when
an intellectual community has developed sufficient mass and impetus
to be able to claim a group interest and capacity for an ongoing
network. Of itself an academic or scholarly association gives evidence
that the discipline or field of study has enough scholars with a shared
investment in a particular intellectual territory. Scholarly associations
can be likened to speech communities – networks of individuals who
share the same vocabulary and goals in a particular area.
In this respect academic associations become institutions, which
have a life of their own, with rules and patterns of interaction which
ensures their continuity. The new academic association comprises
an informal network of scholars who agree to formalise
communication channels for both cognitive and ‘social’ purposes,
which are linked through the common ground of disciplinary
interests. By so doing, the newly formalised institution performs
several roles though the formal and informal interactions and channels
of communication, not only for the immediate future, but also, often
inadvertently, for the long-term culture and traditions of this new
community.
Indeed the actual provision of communication channels is a
fundamental function of an academic association, especially where
members of the community are geographically isolated from each
other. In part, the roles and effects of a scholarly association will
depend on membership rules, on who may become a member of the
community (see, for example, Coats, 1993). Original choices and
later changes about who can be a member will influence the patterns
of communication, the cognitive and social imperatives and, indeed
the direction of the discipline. Some academic associations are open,
some closed; some are hierarchical, and some egalitarian; some have
strict formal structures, while others are informal in every respect.
AIRAANZ was formed by the efforts of scholars such as John
Benson and Kevin Hince and the “Young Turks” 1 of the 1983
AIRAANZ Conference (Kelly, 1998; Benson, 1983). At the first
conference in Churchill, Victoria, the self-styled Young Turks
focussed on forming a scholarly association which would encourage

1

Continuities and divergent paths

The term comes from Griffin (Interview, 1998) “We saw
ourselves as Young Turks, but now I suppose we’re the old
fogies.”
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As I noted in 1998 (Kelly 1998) AIRAANZ Conferences have been
a considerable goad to research since 1983. Many scholars have
tended to follow the path of using a conference paper as the basis for
gaining constructive comment and criticism in order to improve their
work for later publication in journals and books.
Such a process can assist novice and experienced scholars alike,
especially where the culture of feedback is constructive and reflecting
scholarly curiosity, rather than ‘point-scoring’. The traditions of
AIRAANZ which originated in the ideals of the Young Turks of the
early 1980s have tended to encourage this attention to constructive
and questioning discussion, although as in any coagulation of
academics, there have been exceptions.
These Proceedings cover a majority of the 75–80 papers
presented and discussed at AIRAANZ 2001. They reflect the breadth,
enthusiasm and openness, which the Young Turks of 1983 sought to
generate. Industrial relations as a discipline has altered, in ways not
even considered in the early 1980s. Always an object focussed
discipline, the topics now covered reveal a great breadth of interest
in the new ‘objects’ in employment and work – outsourcing,
performance appraisal, volunteerism, free/fair trade, ....... Recognition
of the fragmentation of employment imperatives, attributes and
conditions is evident in the differences in industries covered, from
hospitals to hospitality, from shipping to contract cleaning, fast food
to finance.
Not there aren’t also great continuities – the state of the discipline,
representation, workplace IR, union roles and needs, affirmative
action and industrial action are still all as evident as they were in the
1980s. The quintessential interdisciplinarity of IR is also a
characteristic. Now, however, scholars draw on economics,
geography, history and psychology in greatly different ways, although
still with the same need to understand, explain and analyse
the determinants and nature of work and employment taking
broad account of employers and employers, and others who

see themselves as stakeholders. It is very clear from the papers in
these proceedings that what still characterises industrial relations
research is that it remains a lively, searching and dynamic, but also
still self-doubting. Its scholars are still determined to take full account
of all perspectives, macro and micro, collectivism and individualism,
social justice and efficiency.
Much needs to be done. There are massive gaps - in theory,
methodology and epistemology. With so many areas deserving of
research, there is a long-standing tendency to focus on new aspects
or areas of employment, with little attention to method or theory.
There are also major topic areas that have been scarcely touched
upon, such as the role of stock markets and international finance,
labour standards and human rights, class actions as the new
collectivism ....
Nonetheless, industrial relations remains a lively and growing
academic discipline in Australia. Nearly four times as many papers
have been presented at AIRAANZ 2001 than were presented at
AIRAANZ Wollongong in 1989, and 30 per cent more papers than
five years ago. Given the pressures on universities, Federal
Government policies no doubt play some part in this growth, yet the
very fact that about sixty papers were presented for the blind
refereeing process suggests that scholarship in IR is still lively,

searching, and full of intellectual potential. At AIRAANZ 2000 in
Newcastle, all the visiting international scholars commented with
great surprise at the high number of youthful scholars and much
greater gender balance at AIRAANZ than its sister (or brother)
scholarly associations in Europe or North America. It is to the new
“Young Turks” whom we look for a continuing joy in scholarly debate
in this interdisciplinary discipline of industrial relations.
Di Kelly
Wollongong
January 2001
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